re energise
create a feeling of well being
re balance
experience total relaxation
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insight

As part of our usual body functionality we naturally detoxify every day. Eliminating toxins and waste via our kidneys, liver, colon, lymph glands, lungs and skin. Toxins can be found in our everyday environment; tobacco, alcohol, food additives, drugs and anaesthetics, pesticides, heavy metals and industrial pollutants. We need our body to function optimally and rid our systems of these toxins as they are harmful waste products which attack our immune system and can cause a wide variety of side effects, including; lethargy and tiredness, headaches and migraines, colds and flu, bad skin, breath and body odour problems, sinus problems, the list goes on. In fact, some theory exists to suggest that detoxification may at some point be suggested as an alternative to the prevention of immune deficiency diseases.

Our body is a very complex piece of engineering but in its simplest form is a collection of cells and tissue. Cells consist of electrical charges and ideally contain an even proportion of positive and negative ions. In this ‘ideal’ state we are perfectly balanced and our body functions by removing toxins and absorbing nutrients from food, water and oxygen. When the body experiences any form of trauma, which can be caused by poor diet, ill health or injury the cells become more positively charged and consequently do not work as effectively and the process of storing toxins begins.
Even a lack of exercise promotes toxic build up as our cells are insufficiently oxidized. Therefore stagnation of our natural detoxification process occurs.

There are many text book examples of how we should live our lives or at least improve the way we live our lives. Because it seems we are not performing this task effectively. Often we do not realise this until it is too late. Our immune system breaks down and we become ill, in one or more of many ways.

With health, diet and lifestyle being scrutinised even more now than ever, it is clearly apparent from many areas of research that our body needs assistance to function efficiently and effectively within the environment that we now live in and are largely responsible for.

Our ideal environment would be harmonious, stress and pollution free. We would all benefit from a good, natural balanced diet, with food containing no additives or have been processed in any way.

Clearly this is a world we do not live in.
benefits

The Bio-Energiser D-Tox Spa starts the process of rebalancing your body’s bio-energy. Effectively re-balancing the cells equilibrium of positive and negative ions which, in turn, 'kick starts' the dispersal of the unwanted toxins.

The renewed re-balancing of the cells ensures re-hydration resulting in optimum efficiency of their function to extract nutrients and dispose of unwanted waste.

The result will be renewed energy levels, both physical and mental, with a general feeling of well being.

Infra Red Pictures.

The infra red pictures clearly show the increased blood circulation after administering just 15 minutes of the treatment with the Bio-Energiser D-Tox treatment (right) compared to the picture taken before treatment (left).
The following pictures are taken using a GDV (Gas Discharge Visualisation) system which is able to identify the body’s bio-energetic field.

Similarly the GDV photograph shows the disruption and un-balanced (left) energy profile of a patient before the Bio-Energiser D-Tox Spa treatment and subsequently the improved profile (right) following the treatment.

The potential value of the worldwide patented SIGMA Q technology, which is only available in the Bio-Energiser D-Tox Spa, and the Bio Energizer system, is expected to advance development of better alternative therapies and extend across all areas where these stimulation therapies are currently being used.
assembly

Remove the Bio Energiser D-tox Spa bowl and accessories from carry case.

Place a liner in the bowl. Fill the bowl with warm water. The level of the water should be approximately 2 centimetres from the top of the array when this is immersed in the water.

Now add 0.3g or ½ oz of low sodium salt with the supplied measuring spoon. Make sure that the salt is completely dissolved before treatment begins.

Fix the timer/control unit to the bowl.

Place the array in the centre of the bowl.

Connect the array to the timer/control unit.

Connect the power supply to the timer/control unit.

Plug the power supply into a suitable power socket outlet.
Now gently place your feet in the warm water. Make sure that the water level is just below the top of the last coil on the array.

You can now begin the treatment – push the start button on the control panel.

The series of lights around the perimeter of the control panel illuminate as the treatment progresses. Each light illuminates for 5 minutes, the total treatment lasts for 30 minutes. When the treatment is finished the buzzer will sound intermittently and all of the lights will flash four times.

During the 30 minute treatment, the Bio Energiser will begin to rebalance the positive and negative ions in your body. It is important to drink at least 500ml of water during the treatment.

You will notice the water will change colour throughout the treatment. This is perfectly normal. Various colour changes can occur. Most of this colour change is due to the reaction of the array with the saline solution. You may, however, also see deposits floating on top of the water. Again, this is perfectly normal as one of the benefits of a Bio Energiser treatment is lymphatic drainage.

The array will usually last for between 30 and 50 treatments. When the array stops working there will be no colour change to the water. It is time to change the array. Spares are available, see details at the end of this manual.
operation

After you have started the treatment the first green Light will stay on.

If the control unit buzzes or turns off prematurely. Start the process again by adding less lo sodium salt to the water.

The amount of lo sodium salt required for the treatment is dependant on the ‘hardness’ of the water in your area. The amount of salt can vary depending on the chemical make up of your water. Should you experience repeated problems please call our dedicated customer service number which appears in the replacement parts section of this manual.

The unit will automatically start the energising process and D-tox protocol. Every five minutes another light will illuminate on the control panel. The entire process will last for 30 minutes. The system will automatically flash and turn off after the procedure is completed. By the nature of the process the water will change colour, this is perfectly normal. The colour change is primarily due to a chemical reaction between the saline solution and the current flow.
CONTRA INDICATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS.

Do Not use this system:
On patients fitted with demand style cardiac pacemakers.
On patients that suffer any form of epilepsy.
During pregnancy unless medically advised.
On children under 5 years old.
If you are suffering from an unknown illness.
If you have implants fitted.
DO NOT immerse the instrument in water or any other liquid substance.
This unit should only be used for the purpose which is described in this booklet.

Use only the approved supplied 12V power supply.
This device must only be used with the supplied array.
DO NOT use alternative manufactured arrays.
The array should not be changed or removed from the foot bowl during treatment.
Any of the approved, supplied parts must not be tampered with or altered in any way from their original form of compliance.

Class IIa equipment

Type BF applied part

To avoid any effects of electromagnetic interference, do not use the appliance near a cellular telephone or any other powerful radio interference equipment.
care and maintenance

**Bio Energiser timer/control unit:** (part no. BE040)
Wipe over plastic case with a damp cloth after use. Do not use cleaning sprays, alcohol based cleaners or abrasive cloths.

**Bio Energiser bowl:** (part no. BE020)
Clean with a damp cloth before and after use. Do not use cleaning sprays, alcohol based cleaners or abrasive cloths.

**Bio Energiser array:** (part no. BE010a)
Examine the array connector before each treatment for loose connections. Avoid any stretching of the Cable. Clean the array after every use with warm water, dry thoroughly to prevent damage.

**Technical Specifications**

**Environmental conditions for storage and transport**
Ambient temperature 20°-40°

Power Supply
Input 100-240V ~ 0.8A 50-60Hz

Output: 12V DC  -----  24W  ![CE logo]
testimonials

“I cannot begin to tell you how much better I feel - I’ve had M.E./ Chronic Fatigue Syndrome for over 6 years now. The Bio Energiser foot spa has made the world of difference to me - I was totally convinced after my first treatment, as I felt so much better the next day and I’ve continued to improve with every subsequent treatment. M.E. is a very complex illness with some very strange symptoms, but I have seen so much improvement in several aspects of my health and for this, I will be eternally grateful to you for giving me the opportunity to try it for myself.”

S.F. Dorset

“I have suffered for many years from a disease known as fibromyalgia. While this chronic disease is not fully understood, some of the symptoms include aching, fatigue, lack of sleep, morning stiffness, headaches, and depression. After my very first Bio Energiser treatment my own symptoms have begun to subside and now feel so much better. Having suffered with this disease for so long I had forgotten how it felt to feel so well, with levels of energy I have not had for years.”

L.C. Gloucester

“A wonderfully relaxing experience, with new levels of energy following the treatment. I feel like I’m walking on air after each treatment. I’m hooked.”

J.K. West Midlands
precautions

Static electricity may damage this product. Only an authorised and certified technician, recognised by the manufacturer, can undertake annual routine maintenance or repairs of the Bio-Energiser.

Any non-authorised third party maintenance or repair carried out on the Bio-Energiser will null and void the manufacturers and suppliers warranty and product liability.

Total Style cannot be held responsible for any product liability if;
An alternative array or power supply is used and not supplied by Total Style or an authorised supplier.
An authorised or trained service technician has not routinely serviced the Bio-Energiser.
Misuse or failure to follow the guide lines set out in this operation manual or any other subsequent documents relating to this product.

DISCLAIMER
Total Style or its partners accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any damage or injury caused by the misuse of the Bio Energiser product or failure to follow the guidelines set out in this document or any other subsequent documents relating to this product.
replacement parts

Should you wish to purchase replacement parts for your Bio Energiser D-tox spa, these are available from an authorised distributor, by post or through our website. www.bioenergiser.com

Total Style, PO Box 4359, Hartlebury, Kidderminster. DY10 4WU. U.K. Tel: +44 (0)1299 253020

Replacement consumable set
Includes; array (part no. BE010a), 50 bowl liners, 50gms low sodium salt, measuring spoon (part no. BE010) £29.99

Replacement bowl (part no. BE020) £69.99

Replacement power supply (part no. BE030) £19.99

Replacement timer/control unit (part no. BE040) £89.99

Replacement set of nylon carrying/storage bags (part no. BE050) £19.99

Array cleaning fluid 200ml (part no. BE060) £14.99

Complete Bio Energiser D-tox Spa
Includes; bowl, array, power supply, timer/control unit, 30 bowl liners, 50gms low sodium salt, measuring spoon and nylon carrying/storage bags. (part no. BE100) £199.99

PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO CARRIAGE
Total Style
PO Box 4359
Hartlebury
Kidderminster
DY10 4WU
Tel: +44(0)1299 253020

www.bioenergiser.com